Where there is a sequence of K condition labels, psupertime learns K − 1 simultaneous (i.e. sharing coefficients) logistic regressions, each seeking to separate labels 1 . . . k − 1 from k . . . K. C Dimensionality reduction of 411 human acinar cell data with ages ranging from 1 to 54 [4] . Representations in two dimensions via non-linear dimensionality reduction technique UMAP [21] . Colours indicate donor age. D Distributions of donor ages for acinar cells over the pseudotime learned psupertime. Vertical lines indicate thresholds learned by psupertime distinguishing between earlier and later sets of labels; colour corresponds to the next later label. E Expression values of selected genes (five with largest absolute coefficients; see Supp Fig 2 for 20 largest) . x-axis is psupertime value learned for each cell; y-axis is z-scored log 2 gene expression values. Gene labels also show the Kendall's τ correlation between sequential labels (treated as a sequence of integers 1, . . . , K) and gene expression. F psupertime can be used to explore data without condition labels: unsupervised clustering is first applied to generate labels, then the user selects a sequence of clusters they wish to investigate, and runs psupertime, identifying associated genes and processes. Results show dimensionality reduction (UMAP [21] ) of 1894 colon cells [14] , clustered by unsupervised clustering. Plot shows a user-selected sequence of clusters. Hierarchical clustering of gene expression identified 5 gene clusters; illustrative cluster shown here has highest negative correlation with learned pseudotime. Geneset enrichment of clustered gene profiles identifies biological processes associated with this cluster. GO terms shown correspond to the smallest p-values, subject to p < 0.1% and at least 5 annotated genes. See Methods for details, and Supp Results 3 for further analysis. Figure 2 (next page): Performance of psupertime against benchmark methods. See subsection 3.5 for details of data processing and use of benchmark methods. All results for A,B,C based on 411 aging human acinar cell data with ages ranging from 1 to 54 [4] , using 827 highly variable genes. Colours indicate donor age. A Projection of acinar cells into first two principal components (% of variance explained shown). Curves learned by slingshot shown (note that here we show the projection of these curves into the first two principal components). B Projection of acinar cells into dimensionality reduction calculated by Monocle 2, annotated with pseudotime learned by Monocle 2 [16] . C Results of benchmark pseudotime methods applied to acinar data. For each method, the x-axis is a one-dimensional representation for each cell (see subsection 3.5), scaled to [0, 1] and given the direction with the highest positive correlation with the label sequence. y-axis is density of the distributions for each label used as input, as calculated by the function geom density in the R package ggplot2 [22, 23] . D Absolute Kendall's τ correlation coefficient between label sequences (treated as sets of integers 1, . . . K) and calculated pseudotimes. Error bars show 95% confidence interval over 1000 bootstraps, calculated with boot package in R [24] . Datasets specified in Table 1 .
Methods

Overview of psupertime methodology
163
psupertime requires two inputs: (1) a matrix of log read counts from single cell RNA-seq, 164 where rows correspond to genes and columns correspond to cells; and (2) a set of labels for the 165 cells, with a defined sequence for the labels (for example, a set of cells could have labels day1, 166 day3, day1, day2, day3 ). (Note that not all cells need to be labelled: psupertime can also be 167 run on a labelled subset.) psupertime then identifies a set of ordering coefficients, β i , one for 168 each gene (Fig 1A) . Multiplication by this vector of coefficients converts the matrix of log gene the process which generated the sequential labels.
175
Suppose the sequence of condition labels we have is 1, . . . , K. Intuitively, psupertime learns and so on (Fig 1B) . This can be thought of as solving K − 1 simultaneous logistic regression 179 problems, and is termed ordinal logistic regression [25] .
180
As described so far, psupertime can be thought of as minimizing a cost, where the cost is the 181 error in the resulting ordering. To make the results more interpretable, we would like psuper-182 time to use a small set of genes for prediction. To do this, we add a cost for each coefficient 183 β i used, so that psupertime is minimizing error + λ i |β i |; approaches like this are termed
184
'regularization', and in this case 'L1 regularization'. The parameter λ controls the balance 185 between minimizing error, and minimizing the 'coefficient cost'. The method for implementing 186 this approach is based on the R package glmnetcr, which we have extended with an additional 187 statistical model.
188
The results of this procedure are: (1) a small and therefore interpretable set of genes with 
Pre-processing of data
196
To restrict the analysis to relevant genes and denoise the data, psupertime first applies pre-197 processing to the log transcripts per million (TPM) values. Specifically, psupertime first re-198 stricts to highly variable genes, as defined in the scran package in R, i.e. genes that show above the expected variance relative to genes with similar mean expression [26] . In the case where the number of input variables is high relative to number of observations 231 and may include many uninformative variables, as is common in single cell RNA-seq, it can be 232 helpful to introduce sparsity (i.e. to increase the number of zero coefficients). psupertime uses
233
L1 regularization to do this [32] . Our approach is based on that in the R package glmnetcr [33] , 234 which reformulates the data and associated likelihood functions into one single regression model,
235
to take advantage of the fast performance of the glmnet package [34] . The model originally 236 implemented in glmnetcr is the continuation ratio likelihood; we have extended this approach to implement the proportional odds likelihood, as this model is more appropriate for assessing 238 an entire biological process.
239
Given input data X ∈ R n×p and y ∈ N n condition labels (which for simplicity we are assume 240 are integers), this results in the following cumulative distribution function for ordinal logistic 241 regression:
Here, X i and y i are the vector and integer corresponding to the ith observation and label 243 respectively, β is the vector of coefficients and {θ j } are the thresholds between labels. φ is the 244 logit link function, which transforms the linear combination of predictors into a probability.
245
Note that the probability given here is cumulative, and that to calculate the probability of an 246 individual label, we have to calculate the difference between successive labels. This results in 247 the following unpenalized likelihood:
where y i is the label of observation i. Including the L1 penalty, for a given value of λ, we obtain 249 the optimal values of β and θ by maximizing the following penalized objective function:
psupertime uses cross-validation (with 5 folds as default) to identify the optimal level of L1 251 regularization: the optimal λ is the value with the highest mean score over all held-out folds
252
(either accuracy or cross-entropy may be selected as the score; the default is cross-entropy). To 253 increase sparsity, we use the highest value of λ with mean training score within one standard 254 error of the optimal λ, rather than take the optimal λ itself (following [34] retrained using all training data, with this value of λ, to obtain the best fitting model.
256
Where psupertime is used to classify completely new data (e.g. from a different experiment),
257
to make the predictions more robust, the cross-validation should take data structure into account
258
(for example, selecting entire samples to be left out, rather than cells selected at random). 
psupertime outputs
260
The psupertime procedure results in a set of coefficients for all input genes (many of which 261 will be zero) that can be used to project each cell onto a pseudotime axis, and a set of cutoffs
262
indicating the thresholds between successive sequential labels ( Fig 1D) . These can be analysed 263 in various useful ways.
264
The small, interpretable set of genes reported to have non-zero coefficients permits both to a linear increase by a factor of β i .
271
The thresholds indicate the points along the psupertime axis at which the probability of 272 label membership is equal for labels before the cutoff, and after the cutoff. The distances 273 between thresholds, namely the size of transcriptional difference between successive labels, is 274 not assumed to be constant, and is learned by psupertime. Distances between thresholds 275 therefore indicate dissimilarity between adjacent labels, and thresholds which are close together 276 suggest labels which are transcriptionally difficult to distinguish.
277
The learned geneset can also be used as input to dimensionality reduction algorithms such 278 as t-SNE [35] or UMAP [21] ; this is discussed in more detail in Supp Results 4.
279
Rather than learning a pseudotime for one fixed set of input points, psupertime learns a 
Comparison with benchmark methods
288
To compare the methods, we first performed common preprocessing and identification of relevant 
291
To identify highly variable genes, we followed the procedure described by Lun et al., using
292
an FDR cutoff of 10% and biological variability cutoff of 0.5 (see [26] used default settings, as described in section 3.
309
We tested the extent to which each pseudotime method could correctly order the cells by 310 calculating measures of correlation between the learned pseudotime, and the sequential labels.
311
Kendall's τ considers pairs of points, and calculates the proportion of pairs in which the rank 312 ordering within the pair is the same across both possible rankings.
313
To identify genes with high correlation with the sequential condition labels (Table 4) , we 314 treated the sequential labels as the set of integers 1, . . . , K, calculated the Spearman correlation 315 coefficient with the gene expression. Genes were selected that showed absolute correlation of 316 > 0.2 with the sequential labels (few genes showed high correlation with the sequential labels; 317 this low cutoff was used to ensure that a sufficient number of genes was selected). 
Identification of relevant biological processes
319
To identify biological processes associated with the condition labels, psupertime first clusters 320 all genes selected for training (e.g. the default highly variable genes), using the R package terms are calculated using algorithm='weight' and statistic='fisher' [38] .
326
Author contributions
327
WM conceived the method, wrote the code, devised and performed the analysis, and wrote the 328 manuscript. MC wrote the manuscript. Training and test performance of psupertime applied to acinar cells. x-axis is log value of λ, the weight given to the L1 penalty. y-axis is a measure of performance. Classification error is the proportion of cells for which psupertime predicted the incorrect label. Cross entropy is a measure of how confidently psupertime predicted the correct label, and has low values when a correct label is predicted with high probability. Non-zero genes is the number of genes with non-zero coefficients in this model. The grey trend line shows the mean performance measure over the 5 folds in the training data, with vertical whiskers showing the s.e. of the mean. The black trend line shows performance on 10% of data not used for training. Vertical grey lines show the value of lambda with the best performance on the training data (solid) and within one s.e. of the best performance (dashed line); here, the lambda corresponding to the dashed line was selected. The measure used for selection of λ (cross-entropy) is indicated with thicker vertical grey lines. 
Tables
Gene Coefficient value Supp Fig 3: Top genes identified in acinar cells by psupertime. 20 genes with largest absolute ordering coefficients βi, subject to βi > 0.05, ordered by absolute value. Non-zero coefficients correspond to genes relevant to the process underlying the condition labels, and coefficient indicates strength and direction of the effect of this gene on the predicted label. Table 1 . Columns correspond to dimensionality reduction methods, with annotations by comparator pseudotime inference techniques. First column corresponds to projection into the first two principal components, annotated with curves learned by slingshot [17] , which are used as pseudotime. Second column shows projection by t-SNE, using default parameters [35] . Third column shows projection by UMAP, using default parameters [21] . Fourth column shows dimensionality reduction by Monocle 2, annotated with the tree it learns and which is used for pseudotime inference [16] . psupertime trained on 2i condition, used to predict labels for serum condition -pseudotime values. Data comprises: 3600 cells over labels D0 to D8 under DOX condition; 3600 over labels D9 to iPSCs under 2i condition; 1600 over labels D10 to iPSCs under serum condition [19] . psupertime was trained on cells taken from the DOX + 2i condition. The first row shows the distribution of the labels for these cells, and the corresponding pseudotime values from psupertime. The second row shows the results of applying this psupertime to cells from the DOX + serum condition. The labels are the true labels from this condition, and the 2i-trained psupertime was used to predict their x-axis values. For the cells over days D0 to D8, the cells used are identical, resulting in identical distributions over the pseudotime. On both plots, the vertical lines indicate thresholds between the labels for the 2i condition. 4. randomizing the labels of all cells.
348
We analysed psupertime's performance on the datasets detailed in Table 1 . For each dataset,
349
we first restricted to highly variable genes, using the default settings for psupertime. Where the order of labels is randomized, the performance of psupertime is reduced, but 359 for some datasets this reduction was small. This may indicate that within the large number of 360 highly variable genes used as input (between ≈ 800 and ≈ 2900; see Table 1 ), there are sufficient 361 genes to recapitulate a given order of a relatively small number of labels, for a relatively small 362 number of observations.
363
The number of non-zero genes required to achieve a given level of classification error (i.e. spurious genes where there is no structure to the data.
367
The perturbations discussed here correspond to potential mislabelling of the data, which Robustness of psupertime to perturbations of labels. Rows correspond to measures of psupertime's performance: classification error is the proportion of labels correctly assigned by psupertime; cross-entropy is a measure of confidence in predictions, which is high when a correct label is predicted with high probability; proportion of non-zero genes indicates what proportion of the input genes for which psupertime identified non-zero coefficients. Both classification error and cross-entropy are shown for test data, i.e. cells which were not used to train psupertime. The line range shows interquartile range, dots show minimum and maximum values observed, both over 20 random runs. The x-axis corresponds to the datasets detailed in Table 1. ing structure, in which progress along the biological process is accompanied by a bimodal (or Dppa5a, Tmem176b in Supp Fig 12) . population which is related to the sequential labels is not expected to affect the performance of 382 psupertime.
383
Taken together, these results indicate that the performance of psupertime is robust, in 384 particular to perturbations in the labels used.
385
Supp Fig 12: Profiles of top genes identified by psupertime in 2i-treated MEF cells. psupertime applied to 3600 cells over labels D0 to D8 under DOX condition; 3600 over labels D9 to iPSCs under 2i condition [19] . 20 genes with highest absolute coefficients, plotted against psupertime pseudotime. x-axis is the values from projections of each cell by psupertime. y-axis is smoothed, z-scored log pseudocounts for each cell. Colours indicate ordered labels. Black line is smoothed curve as fit by geom smooth in the R package ggplot2 [23] . Fig 13) , however psupertime is better able to classify the cells than LASSO (Supp 426 Fig 14) . These results could be expected: treating the sequential labels as integers to be 427 regressed against, as in LASSO, is optimizing for correlation rather than separation, while the 428 thresholds between labels give psupertime additional flexibility as a classifier. Taken together,
429
these results suggest that psupertime is the appropriate statistical model in terms of both 430 ordering the labels according to the sequence, and accurately labelling the cells. Table 1 . Colours indicate the benchmark pseudotime inference approaches described in subsection 3.5.
The y-axis shows Kendall's τ statistic, which assesses the extent of discordance between two orderings. For each combination of dataset and gene selection method, the five tested pseudotime approaches use exactly the same genes as inputs. Error bars show 95% confidence interval over 1000 bootstraps, calculated with boot package in R [24] . Table 1 . y-axis shows the mean prediction accuracy over all cells. Classification under LASSO is done by fitting the model, calculating the estimated valueŷ for a given cell, and reporting the closest integer toŷ in 1, . . . , K. For each combination of dataset and gene selection method, the two tested classifiers use exactly the same genes as inputs. Error bars show 95% confidence interval over 1000 bootstraps, calculated with boot package in R [24] .
Comparisons of psupertime with unsupervised methods are not strictly fair, as the two 432 types of approach are designed for different tasks: psupertime is trained to identify genes co- [14] . psupertime was applied to two different user-selected cluster sequences. For each sequence, all genes selected for training were clustered into five clusters, and geneset enrichment analysis was used to identify biological processes distinctive of each cluster relative to the other four. See subsection 3.6 for details. A Clusters identified for cluster sequence 1468, ordered by correlation between mean profile and pseudotime. B Biological process GO terms identified as enriched in each cluster, relative to the remaining clusters; all GO terms shown have both Fisher exact p-value < 10% and at least 5 genes in the cluster annotated. C, D As for A,B but for cluster sequence 12359. The set of genes reported by psupertime correspond to a subset of genes which is relevant to 463 the ordered sequence of labels. This set of genes can therefore be used for feature selection,
464
for example as input to dimensionality reduction algorithms, resulting in a low-dimensional 465 embedding based only on genes specific to the biological process in question.
466
Restricting to the genes identified as relevant by psupertime results in an improvement 467 in the results of dimensionality reduction algorithms (PCA and UMAP [21] ), with respect to 468 continuous ordering of the sequential labels ( Supp Fig 19) . With the exception of the human We have shown that where sequential labels are available, psupertime is able to to identify genes 484 whose expression profiles correspond to this order. It does this even in the presence of substantial 485 unrelated variation, and does so better than benchmark unsupervised methods. psupertime is 486 conceptually simple, and its simplicity allows for several avenues for future development.
487
We performed comparisons between psupertime and other unsupervised methods on the The design of many single cell studies results in sequential groups of cells (see for example 503 reviews on development [41] and aging [42] ). psupertime has been developed for single cell 504 RNA-seq data, however it could in principle also be applied to other single cell data such as 505 mass cytometry [20] . We have shown good performance for psupertime for single cell RNA-seq 506 data, even though we would not a priori expect that a biological process would correspond to a 507 linear combination of gene expressions. This may be the result of the high dimensionality of the 508 dataset, which provides a large set of features with which to approximate a non-linear process.
509
Data derived from mass cytometry is lower-dimensional, and therefore has lower flexibility of 510 marker choice. Here, a non-linear model may be necessary to obtain good performance.
511
As a classifier, psupertime can be first trained on cells with one set of condition labels, then 512 used to project new cells onto the associated process. We showed this by applying psuper-513 time to a time course of iPSCs allowed to differentiate, and used this to classify iPSCs kept in 514 pluripotency-maintaining serum (Supp Fig 9) . This illustrates potential uses for psupertime psupertime uses L1 regularization to obtain a small set of reported genes. However, this 520 may result in exclusion of other relevant genes: where there are multiple highly correlated genes 521 that are predictive of the sequential labels, L1 regularization will tend to result in only one of 522 these genes being reported, and produce give zero coefficients for other correlated genes [43] .
523
This issue can be addressed by calculating the psupertime ordering, and reviewing all genes 524 that have high correlations with the genes identified by psupertime. Alternatively, a trivial 525 extension to psupertime would allow training with a combination of L1 and L2 penalties (the 526 elastic net), resulting in a compromise between sparsity and prediction performance.
527
psupertime is applicable to many of the increasing number of single cell RNA-seq studies 528 being generated. It shows consistently better performance than benchmark methods, due to 529 use of sequential labels as input. The conceptual novelty of identifying genes via ordinal logistic 530 regression both permits genes relevant to processes annotated with sequential labels to be 531 identified, and suggests new ways of using these labels to understand the genes involved in such 532 processes. 
